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HI,
I thought I would give you all an update before I brave the snow to go home!
SI. John's Region
Confirme d Negative:

gO
Notified: 60
Deceased: 4
Difficulty contacting (either no answer or we don't have correct number) : 22
St. Pierre patients: 3
Th ere is one lady that requires further review before contacting

To be panelled:

93
25 on list for February 2
This list has been sent over to Kara for review to see if there are any that don't

require review by the full panel.
DCIS/NT:

24
Dr. Cook is pulling the pathology slides for review.

There are 97 people on my list that are not on the Mount Sinai list. I have to review the results we have obtained
as consults to see if their results have already been reported via another route. I will keep you updated on this part.
I do need direction on who I should contact in Clarenville and Carbonear to dicuss notification of the
confimred negative and the panelling
could you let me know the best person ? How about the COO?
Other Regions:
They have been sent the spreadsheets of the results retumed from Mount Sinai.
I have sent the potential names that will be panelled to the Cancer Clinic to let me know who is a cancer
clinic patient. Those who are will definately be panelled. I will let the regions know their names and if there are any others
that they would like to have panelled they will have to provide some clinical infomration to usl
I think that's about it....
Page me for clarification!
Heather
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